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This paper examines whether technological advances benefit more from path-dependent or
path-creating capabilities. Consistently with recent advances in the literature, we argue that
multiple technological trajectories can coexist in a field; therefore, firms may contribute to
technological development by recombining in novel ways the capabilities that are wide-
spread in the field, or by building novel and rare capabilities. The paper also conceptualises
how technological uncertainty affects the value of such capabilities. Using patent data from
1977 to 2007 for firms developing the hydrocracking technology, the paper finds that both
rare and widespread capabilities are valuable to the invention process, thereby suggesting
that both path-dependent and path-creating strategies are beneficial for technological de-
velopment. The paper shows that uncertainty has an inverted U-shaped effect on invention
value. In particular, under conditions of low uncertainty, path-dependent capabilities tend
to be more valuable.
Keywords: Path-dependence; uncertainty; rarity; mature technology; patent value.
Introduction
The evolutionary view of technological change emphasises the coevolution of
scientific knowledge and technological capabilities both at the systemic and at the
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firm level (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Nelson, 1994; Arora and Gambardella, 1994;
Metcalfe, 1998). In this approach, path-dependence plays a major role in affecting
the diffusion of technologies, by offering increasing returns for the adoption of a
given technology — that may be even less performing than competing ones
(Arthur, 1989, 1990; David, 1985; Cowan, 1990). The notion of path-dependence
has underpinned studies of firm-level innovation of complex technological systems
(Cantwell and Bachmann, 1998; Rycroft and Kash, 2002; Guha, 2016) that em-
phasise the importance of technology design, institutions and organisational net-
works in shaping the patterns of technology co-evolution. A crucial issue in these
conceptualisations concerns how firms can deviate from a well-established tra-
jectory, that is prevalent in an industry, to enter an alternative technological pat-
tern. As Garud and Karnoe (2001) put forward, entrepreneurs pursue ‘path
creation’ by purposefully acting to change the environment in which they are
embedded and thus create new paths. Furthermore, Bergek and Onufrey (2013,
2015) have recently proposed an extension of the path-dependence theory arguing
that the self-reinforcing mechanisms in place in industries in which multiple
technologies exist and interact, allow for the co-existence of multiple technological
paths. Also, Suzuki and Methé (2014) found that the effects of path-dependence at
firm level vary according to the innovation strategy that a firm pursues, i.e.,
orientation towards only product or product and process innovation. Therefore, the
efforts that individual firms undertake to deviate from a given technological path
may generate a variety of persisting technological trajectories.
A crucial question in this debate, that has a straightforward impact on firm
strategy, and which remains unanswered, is whether technological advance ben-
efits more from the development of capabilities along an established trajectory
(path-dependence) or the initiation of a different one (path-creation). We aim to
answer this question by investigating if patents protecting path-dependent inven-
tions contribute more to technological advancement than those protecting path-
creating inventions. We characterise path-dependent patents as those arising from
a recombination of technologies that are frequently practiced by the firms devel-
oping that technology, while path-creating patents are those that exploit rarer
technological re-combinations.
To appreciate the relevance of this issue, it is worth noticing that path-creation
is a strategic option surrounded by greater uncertainty. The uncertainty that
characterises a technology or set of interrelated technologies depends on the dy-
namics of demand (Fontana and Guerzoni, 2008), the stage of development of the
technology and the existence of competing technologies (Ragatz et al., 2002), as
well as the rate of change of a given technology in terms of magnitude and pace of
improvements (Luque, 2002). Uncertainty tends to increase the value of more
frequent recombinations, in particular, because uncertainty tends to increase with
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technological complexity (Tushman and Rosenkopf, 1992). However, how un-
certainty affects the value of path-dependent vs. path-creating technologies
remains unanswered. Therefore, the second aim of this paper is to ascertain the
moderating effect of technological uncertainty in the relationship between the type
of invention (path-dependence vs. path-creating) and invention value.
We use the empirical case of hydrocracking to explore these issues. Hydro-
cracking is a mature technology widely used in the oil-refining process to trans-
form crude oil into high-value petroleum products. We focused on this technology
for three reasons: invention in hydrocracking is based on combinations of tech-
nological capabilities that refer to both path-dependent and path-creating trajec-
tories; these advances are often effectively protected by means of patents, which
make this technology an ideal context in which to compare path-dependent and
path-creating change. Moreover, the degree of uncertainty surrounding this tech-
nology has fluctuated, particularly since 1970, and therefore we are able to assess
the impact of changes in uncertainty on the patterns of development. Although
hydrocracking cannot be considered as representative of the generality of tech-
nological dynamics, its development pattern resembles those of many mature
technologies and it is, therefore, a relevant case for the understanding of the long-
term patterns of technological development. Innovation in energy-related tech-
nologies has been found to be particularly prone to path-dependence and lock-in
effects (Kalkuhl et al., 2012; Cheon and Urpelainen, 2012).
Consistent with our expectations, the study finds that both kinds of recombi-
nations result in higher invention value and that the relationship between uncer-
tainty and value takes on an inverted U-shape. The benefits of increasing
uncertainty are subject to a negative effect, indicating that there is a point at which
higher levels of uncertainty become unfavorable. Finally, we find that low un-
certainty has a negative moderating influence on the relationship between new
path creation and invention value.
This paper contributes to the debate regarding the academic standing of the
path-dependence and provides an empirical test of its core propositions that spe-
cifies the extent to which path-dependent and path-creating advances contribute to
technological development. Specifically, this paper is, to our knowledge, the first
to identify degrees of path-dependence at different levels of uncertainty, as key
factors for generating valuable inventions and to provide quantitative evidence to
support the claims made. This study, therefore, addresses a central issue with
respect to the management of innovation, namely, the generation of inventions,
and provides insight into the internal and external conditions that support this
process. Such insights characterise the features of an environment that is condu-
cive to invention and provide managers with guidance that is relevant to the
organisation of research and development (R&D) activities, e.g., by offering an
Path-Dependence, Uncertainty and Mature Technology Value
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indication of which kind of capability they should develop when facing techno-
logical uncertainty.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce key
theoretical concepts and develop our hypotheses. We then provide an overview of
the data and the methodology used, the presentation of our empirical findings and,
finally, a discussion of our results.
The Effects of Path-Dependence and Uncertainty on Invention Value
Path-dependence, path creation and the value of firm capabilities
Path-dependence is a critical feature of innovation processes (Arthur, 1989, 1990;
David, 1994, Cowan, 1990; Narula, 2002, Martin and Sunley, 2006; Stack and
Gartland, 2003) that refers to the fact that actors in innovation systems system-
atically favor some types of activities in front of alternative ones. This happens
because, as a consequence of historical events, they have committed to idiosyn-
cratic investments or because they benefit from network effects. As the process is
characterised by self-reinforcing positive feedback and reaction to others’ choices
(Araujo and Harrison, 2002), it may lock the development of a technology along a
given trajectory, especially in contexts in which externalities are strong (Suarez,
2004). Therefore, innovations that are generated within the technological trajec-
tory are more valuable for the system than those generated outside of it, even
though alternative technologies could offer a better performance. As a conse-
quence, firms are incentivised to conform to the existing technological trajectory
rather than experimenting novel ones. The diffusion of standards such as the
QWERTY keyboard and the VHS video recording format are well-known
examples of this phenomenon.
While the path-dependence perspective has been fruitful in explaining, ex-post,
the diffusion of innovation, it has devoted a more limited attention to the role of
agency in affecting the process. To this purpose, a critical issue is to understand
how actors may bring to the market an invention that deviates from an established
trajectory: the more recent notion of ‘path creation’ (Garud and Karnoe, 2001;
Meyer and Schubert, 2007; Garud et al., 2010) refers to the purposive and creative
act of entrepreneurs to breaking technological and cognitive lock-ins by activating
a novel network of stakeholders in the innovation system who benefit from the
deviating innovation (Sydow et al., 2012). As Agogué et al. (2012) put forward,
firms face the strategic decision of developing technological capabilities within an
already explored trajectory or to explore a novel one; in the latter case, the tra-
jectory may or may not be intelligible to the actors in the field. These three
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strategies entail the development of different innovation capabilities and are
characterised by increasing levels of uncertainty.
The processes of path-dependence and path creation have crucial implications
at the organisational level, in terms of both how firms develop their resources and
capabilities and how they appreciate their value.
A well-established line of reasoning in the literature on management of inno-
vation conceives innovation as a process of recombination of knowledge con-
cerning the components of a product, or the reconfiguration of product architecture
(e.g., Fleming and Sorenson, 2004; Henderson and Clark, 1990). More impor-
tantly, firms can reconfigure capabilities with the purpose of generating novel
resources (Bowman and Ambrosini, 2003; Beckett, 2016). An expanding
knowledge base of specific technological components adds to the technological
capability of a firm; furthermore, firms develop capabilities that permit them to
combine different technology areas. Increased knowledge of technological com-
ponents and original re-combinations of these components are sources of tech-
nological innovation (Makri et al., 2010).
The path-dependence perspective suggests that firms innovating within a given
technological trajectory tend to develop capabilities that are, to a certain degree,
similar to each other. Indeed, they share not only the capabilities that are necessary
to operate in a given technological area (Winter, 2003), but they are likely to have
encountered similar technical problems in the development of the technology
(Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000).
A broad diffusion of a capability generates a shared knowledge base that firms
in a given industry can exploit through imitation and incremental development
because the existence of such a knowledge pool reduces imitation and incremental
development capability costs (Aghion and Howitt, 1998). Furthermore, wide-
spread resources and capabilities are consistent with an exploitation strategy, that
is conducive to the generation of inventions that are complementary to the existing
knowledge base of the firm (Makri et al., 2010, Butler, 1988). In such a setting,
homogeneity of capabilities is valuable, because it reinforces the development of
the trajectory by offering complementarities to the existing inventions and to the
inventions that other actors are developing.
On the other hand, the notion of path creation emphasises the purposeful in-
troduction of novel technological patterns that may eventually give rise to dis-
continuous innovations. In such a case, firms relying exclusively on the same set
of capabilities, especially if they are widely diffused in the competitive environ-
ment, are prone to cognitive lock-ins (Leonard-Barton, 1995), and need to develop
dynamic capabilities to adjust their existing competence base to changing envi-
ronmental conditions (Teece et al., 1997; Teece, 2007): in this case also not widely
spread capabilities, i.e., rare capabilities are valuable.
Path-Dependence, Uncertainty and Mature Technology Value
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The rare capabilities are valuable as they may lead to discontinuous, highly
valuable inventions that represent a breakthrough in the field, in a process that
resembles path creation: the firm alone, and only alone, can create the invention
because it controls the rare capability needed to do so.
For these reasons, two distinct directions for creating valuable inventions are
possible to firms: a development of technological capabilities that are widespread
in the industry and that have a broad scope of application, or from the creation of
rare technological capabilities that may sustain the generation of discontinuous
inventions. We argue that the maximum advantage for invention stems from ca-
pabilities that are either highly rare or highly widespread in the industry. In fact,
these are, respectively, the capabilities that allow a firm to differentiate effectively
from its competitors, and those that embody the necessary building blocks for any
R&D project regarding the technologies employed in the industry.
We propose the following:
Hypothesis 1: The rarity/diffusion of an invention has a U-shaped effect on the
value of the invention.
The uncertainty of technological environment and the value of inventions
The process of innovation is influenced by uncertainty and serendipity; therefore,
firms cannot predict whether their R&D efforts will succeed in generating an
invention, whether such efforts constitute the most efficient strategy for addressing
a research dilemma (Ahuja et al., 2008) or whether their investment in the com-
plementary resources necessary to commercialise an invention will be suitable
(Storey, 2000; Reitzig, 2006; Zhang et al., 2013). Furthermore, environmental
dynamics, depending on the combined effects of market and technological forces
(Souder et al., 1998), affect the value of the firm’s resource base. Substantial
changes in the technological environment, in particular, may cause the obsoles-
cence of a resource, eroding its value (Danneels, 2002). Rarer technological
resources are more prone to be associated with a higher degree of uncertainty than
less rare technological capabilities (Fleming, 2001).
When a firm can predict the development of technologies and markets, decision
making and organisation of R&D are simplified because the interpretation of
consumer preferences and competitor strategies requires minimal computational
effort. A clear picture of the environmental dynamics permits a firm to focus its
R&D efforts on the development of the technological capabilities that are likely to
result in marketable inventions. However, in conditions of low uncertainty, there
is less opportunity for differentiation because all firms possess shared expectations
of technological dynamics (Easterby-Smith, Prieto, 2008). Furthermore, low
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uncertainty can be characterised by incremental technical change and a decrease in
radical innovation (Tushman and Rosenkopf, 1992).
In conditions of high uncertainty, firms establish more sophisticated R&D
organisations with effective inter-functional integration (Artz and Brush, 2000; Lai
et al., 2010). This approach allows firms to experiment with novel approaches to
R&D and to increase or reduce their investment and commitment to specific
technology trajectories. In contexts in which it is difficult to assess the relative
values of different technology combinations (Ragatz et al., 2002), firms do not
tend to follow optimisation criteria in formulating their R&D strategies but, rather,
base their decision making on heuristics (Bingham and Haleblian, 2012, Bingham
et al., 2007). During periods of uncertainty, firms tend to imitate the innovative
decisions and decision-making processes of successful firms, causing innovation
models to diffuse quickly across an industry (Ahuja et al., 2008; DiMaggio and
Powell, 1983; Westphal et al., 2001).
These two opposing forces suggest that an optimal environment for innovation
lays between high and low uncertainty.
Thus, we propose the following:
Hypothesis 2: The uncertainty of the technological environment in which a firm
operates has an inverted U-shaped effect on the value of the invention.
The effect of environmental uncertainty on the value of rarity of capabilities
This paper aims to provide insight into the effect of uncertainty on the relationship
between the rarity/diffusion of technological capabilities on which an invention is
built and the value of such invention. Environmental dynamism has a critical role
in fostering the processes of knowledge management and renewal of firms’ ca-
pabilities, including the opportunities for new learning processes (Easterby-Smith
and Prieto, 2008). We expect that the potential for a firm to create a valuable
invention from either a rare or a less rare combination of technological capabilities
is contingent upon the uncertainty that characterises the pattern of evolution of the
technology.
In conditions of high uncertainty, irreversible investments in the development
of technological capabilities have high opportunity costs. Investments in capa-
bilities that are suitable for a given technological trajectory may lose value if the
industry shifts to an alternative technological trajectory. Firms must thus evaluate
their commitment to specific technological patterns and compare alternative
options; this need for evaluation may lead firms to delay investment decisions
and to invest in capabilities that can be exploited in different technological
domains (McGrath, 1997; Leiblein, 2003). In these environmental conditions,
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firms benefitting from widespread technological capabilities appear to have an
advantage in adapting to alternative future scenarios, provided such capabilities
entail a high degree of generality. However, these environmental conditions also
strengthen the value of rarer capabilities; the future development of technologies
can make intensive use of specific combinations of technological resources and
capabilities, the value of which is increased compared to alternative combina-
tions of capabilities (Damanpour and Schneider, 2006). The actual value of
resources and capabilities under high uncertainty is difficult to predict; however,
it can be argued that rare resources and capabilities benefit from increased
uncertainty.
By contrast, under conditions of low uncertainty, the values of rare and
widespread capabilities change. A clear competitive and technological pattern of
demand reduces the risks associated with the development of unique capabilities
(Sorenson, 2000), including the investment in widespread capabilities. In this
context, a broader range of technological capabilities is useful in generating
inventions rather than only those capabilities at the extremes of the distribution,
i.e., those capabilities that are either especially unique or especially widespread in
the industry.
For this reason, we propose the following:
Hypothesis 3a: The relationship between the value of an invention and its rar-
ity/diffusion is moderated by low uncertainty, thus flattening the U-shaped
relationship.
Hypothesis 3b: The relationship between the value of an invention and its rarity/
diffusion is moderated by high uncertainty, thus sharpening the U-shaped
relationship.
Research Design
Research setting
The unit of analysis in our study is thus the individual invention, operationalised as
a patent. We acknowledge that patents are an imperfect proxy for inventions, as
many inventions are not patentable or are purposely kept secret; however, this
approximation is very often accepted in the literature (e.g., Mastrogiorgio and
Gilsing, 2016; Bertoni and Tykvová, 2015; Arora et al., 2016). Firms developing
the technology at the center of our investigation, i.e., hydrocracking, do not
present a more pronounced tendency to protect their inventions by means of
secrecy than in other technologies, and therefore the use of patents as a proxy for
inventions seems appropriate.
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This study draws upon a unique dataset comprising all the patent applications
that pertain to hydrocracking technology. Patents represent the applied research
outcomes within the industry (Meyer, 2000). A patent is at the same time a firm
resource and an expression of a firm’s technological capabilities (Trajtenberg,
1990).
Hydrocracking is a technology applied at the later stages of the oil-refining
process; it utilises a process of catalytic cracking to convert heavy hydrocarbons
into higher value-added, lower molecular weight compounds under hydrogen
pressure (Billon and Bigeard, 2001). This technology thus increases the value of
refinery output through the conversion of lower value petroleum products, such as
lubrication oils, into higher value products, such as jet fuel. Although this is a
mature technology originally developed in 1927, its continued application in
modern refineries ensures that the technology is continuously developed.
Figure 1 presents patents applied for on an annual basis and the accumulated
number of patents protecting this technology. It is clear that patenting has highs
and lows, respectively in 1983 and 1998, and 1979, 1992 and 2006. These fluc-
tuations indicate that the technology is a suitable candidate for an uncertainty
study (Cheon and Urpelainen, 2012).
Data
In this study, we focus on patent applications as they express the inventive activity
around, and the interest of firms for, a given technology; other relevant measures,
such as granted patents would express a dimension of the quality of the inventions
(Ernst, 2003), which is not directly related to the dynamics of path-dependence
and path-creation that are at the core of this study, and which anyhow we capture
with a more sophisticated measure of value. We classify patent applications in our
Fig. 1. Annual hydrocracking patent applications and accumulated hydrocracking patents.
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dataset into distinct technology areas that are characteristic of hydrocracking.
Combinations of these classifications are used to indicate whether a patent builds
upon a bundle of more than one technology area. Thus, we can identify how rare a
given technological combination underlying an invention is at a given time.
The use of patent data to explore technology combinations has predominantly
relied on International Patent Classification (IPC) codes to identify the techno-
logical scope of a patent, although prior studies have found discrepancies with
respect to this measure, in particular, because some technology areas are covered
by different sections of the IPC (Cohen et al., 2002; Harhoff et al., 2003; Lerner,
1994).
To address these issues, we offer an alternative to the use of IPC classes to
determine the technological scope of a patent. This new approach groups the IPC
codes according to their technological applications through a qualitative process
that involves a technical field expert.
With the aid of this expert, we identified three distinct technology areas
within hydrocracking. Process technologies (which we term ‘A’) are primarily
associated with the integration of the hydrocracking process into the overall
refining process. Area A, therefore, includes technologies that are involved in the
flow of petroleum-based liquids, such as valves, pipes and associated controllers.
Catalyst preparation (which we term ‘B’) concerns the manufacturing process of
the catalyst needed for hydrocracking to occur. This category includes both the
manufacture of the carrier of the catalyst (the base to which the active compo-
nent in the catalyst is applied) and the application of the active component to the
carrier in the manufacturing process. The area of feeds and products (which we
term ‘C’) is concerned with the chemical nature of the raw materials of the
refineries (feeds) and the chemical reactions that convert specific feeds into
specific products.
We also considered the combinations between these three elementary tech-
nology areas, obtaining a sevenfold classification.1 For example, patents that
combine the development of the active component (C) with the manufacturing
technology (B) are common (BC).
Each area is associated with a group of relevant IPC codes, summarised in
Table 1. The search on Derwent was performed for patent applications in the time
range 1977–2007 that matched the IPC classes mentioned in the column “Asso-
ciated IPC classes”, with the exception of those in the “Excluded IPC classes”. The
Table highlights that some IPC codes that are similar to one another in the clas-
sification scheme may cover alternative applications or competing technologies.
1A combination of different technology areas is based on the nature of the invention and the utilised
technologies, not on the patent claim itself.
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For instance, the IPC subclasses C10G-47/24-30 are excluded from C because
they constitute a technology that competes with hydrocracking and that is entirely
different from, and cannot be compared to, the hydrocracking process. Such issues
are difficult to identify through quantitative methods because different IPC codes
often share the first seven of nine digits in the IPC coding scheme, making it
difficult to positively identify technological proximity without expert advice.
Each patent in our sample is classified according to one or more of these
technology areas.
Our sample consists of 3,902 patents from 1977 to 2007 that were collected
from the Derwent Innovation Index. This time window has been selected to
minimise the effect of macroeconomic shocks on R&D budgets and on inventive
activity of firms operating in the petroleum industry, such as the 1973 oil crisis and
the financial crisis of 2008. We identified 26 firms with five or more patents from
this period from the assignees of these patents and for which we have collected
firm-level data. This process yielded a data set of 2,416 patents associated with
these firms, with the remaining patents assigned to individuals, universities or
firms with fewer than five hydrocracking patents. To obtain a measure of patent
value, we linked our patent data to the OECD 2010 citations database (Webb et al.,
2005), which contains citation data for all patents filed at the World Intellectual
Property Organization and at the European Patent Organization. After excluding
patents that are not listed in this database, we obtain a valid dataset of 934 patents.
This means that the patents that were only applied in one country, e.g., China did
Table 1. Hydrocracking technology areas and IPC classes.a
Technology area Associated IPC classes Excluded IPC classes
Percentage of
observations
Process
technologies (A)
C10G-065/00 B01J-008/00 5%
Catalyst
preparation (B)
B01J-021/00 to B01J-049/00 B01J-023/76 B01J-029/00 21%
Feeds
and products (C)
C10G-045/00 C10G-047/00
C10G-049/00
C10G-045/44 C10G-045/54
C10G-045/58 C10G-
047/24-30
8%
AB Combinations of above classes 4%
AC 13%
BC 37%
ABC 11%
aIPC classes ending in /00 signify that all nine-digit subclasses within the seven-digit class are
included unless otherwise noted.
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not enter into the estimations. Recent research shows that a majority of patents are
only applied locally (Alcacer et al., forthcoming), why this decrease in number of
patent families does not come as a surprise, but is merely an artifact of the way we
gathered the patent data, that is not presented in other studies, that starts by only
searching US or EPO patent families for a given technology. The bias is therefore
towards large international firms, which our sample is also confirming (i.e., those
with more than five patent application families available in the citations database
provided by EPO).
Variables
Building on an extensive literature that relates the value of inventions to the value
of patents (e.g., Trajtenberg, 1990; Hall et al., 2005), we adopt a patent-based
measure of value. While most measures of patent value rely predominantly on
forward citations (van Zeebroeck and van Pottelsberghe de la Potterie, 2011;
Gambardella et al., 2008), we adopt a multidimensional conceptualisation that
captures both technological significance and market value, following Lanjouw and
Schankerman (2004). Our dependent variable (Pat Val) combines two measures:
standardised technological importance (expressed by forward citations) and stan-
dardised geographical scope (expressed by family size). Patent value is therefore
defined as follows:
Pat Val ¼ st(forward citations)þ stðfamily sizeÞ:
We normalise the variable before using it in the estimations.
The first explanatory variable under consideration expresses the rarity/diffusion
of a patent in a technology field.
We measure the rarity of a given patent as the ratio of the number of patents
described by the technology area to which they refer to through the given year to
the total number of registered patents. Rarity is defined as one minus this ratio.
1 RARITY OF INVENTION ¼ 1
P
Patent type, tnP
Patents types in industry, tn
:
Because we assume a curvilinear relationship between rarity and patent value, we
also include a squared term for this variable in our regression models.
We found inspiration for this variable in the measure of path-dependence by
Song et al. (2003). They operationalise path-dependence as “the ratio of the
number of self-citations to the number of total citations made by a [. . .] firm in
each patent technology class” (p. 358). However, this measure focuses on path-
dependence at the firm level, i.e., the extent to which the firm is innovating by
building on it existing capabilities vs. introducing a new firm-level trajectory. Our
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focus is slightly different, as it concerns the contribution of an invention to an
existing technology vs. creation of a trajectory that is new for all the firms de-
veloping the hydrocracking technology.
Therefore, we built on the notion that path-dependence is expressed by the
reproduction of an existing technological capability (i.e., self-citation in Song
et al.’s approach), but we translated it into a measure of “rarity”, that is more
suitable to capture deviation from a trajectory at technology field level.
The other key explanatory variable is technological uncertainty. As our focus is
on the rate of change of a given technology along its trajectory — rather than
sources of uncertainty associated with the demand or with the emergence of
alternative technologies — we follow the approach suggested by Luque (2002),
and applied in various studies (e.g., Park et al., 2012), which considers the annual
variation rate in patents in a given industry or relative to a given technology.
Because patents denote dynamic change, a negative value of the measure is related
to less frequent change and therefore low levels of uncertainty. In the formula
Pit(t1)¼ NPitNPi(t1)NPiþNPi(t1)=2
the term Pit(t1) represents the percentage change in the number of patents
protecting a technology i at time t, and NPit is the number of patents assigned to
technology i at time t.
Because we assume a curvilinear relationship between uncertainty and patent
value, we also include a squared term for this variable in our regression models.
The unit of observation is each patent that is assigned to the firm; the focal patent
is therefore added to the denominator and the numerator. Based on this variable,
we generate two binary variables, Low Uncertainty and High Uncertainty that
take the value of 1 when uncertainty is one standard deviation below and one
standard above the mean.
We apply firm-specific and patent-specific controls.
At the firm level, control variables are included for the firm size and oper-
ationalised as the number of employees, and for the degree of firm inter-
nationalisation, control variables are operationalised as the number of branch
locations. We gathered these data from the ORBIS database. We include these
controls because our data cover both large, fully integrated oil firms and smaller,
more narrowly focused firms. We control experience as a measure of the total
number of hydrocracking patents that have been applied for. The degree of firm
specialisation is defined as the extent to which a firm has more patents within a
single technology area, or a combination of technology areas, than more than 90%
of firms. This variable changes over time, to account for the accumulation of
patents in different technology areas. We also control prior specific experience
Path-Dependence, Uncertainty and Mature Technology Value
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accumulated in specific patent types. This variable is represented by the number of
patents of a specific type in t  1 as a share of the total accumulated hydrocracking
patents in the firm in t  1.
At the patent level, several control variables are included. The age variable
indicates the number of years since patent application. To control input from
scientific sources, a dummy variable that measures whether the focal patent cites
non-patent-related literature is included. We also control the number of inventors
in addition to the number of assignees. Other measures that indicate the patent
value is whether the patent is granted and if the patent has been opposed.
Analytical strategy and descriptive statistics
The empirical study is conducted in three stages: first, we explore the relationship
between invention value and technological rarity/diffusion; we then consider the
effect of uncertainty; and, finally, we explore the moderating effects of low- or
high-uncertainty environments on the relationship between technological rarity
and invention value.
The dependent variable in these models (Pat Val) is censored because it is the
product of standardised forward citations and standardised family size, with values
Table 2. Descriptive statistics.
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max
Patent value 0.001 1.446 1.988 151.154
Forward citations 3.124 6.155 0 95
Family size of patent 1.073 7.253 0 111
1-Rarity of invention 0.465 0.254 0.029 1
1-Rarity of invention (sq) 0.281 0.238 0.0008 1
Uncertainty of environment 0.149 0.541 1.259 2
Uncertainty of environment (sq) 0.315 0.418 0.0015 4
Low uncertainty (dummy) 0.111 0.314 0 1
Non-patent related citations (dummy) 0.085 0.280 0 1
Specialised firm 0.200 0.400 0 1
Experience 0.546 0.838 16 1
Internationalisation 1.435 1.814 0 6.302
Firm size 8.004 368.987 0 1.171
Patents age 1.380 7.774 0 29
Experience on the technology 6.620 6.511 1 246
Patent grant 0.602 0.489 0 1
Patent opposition 0.009 0.097 0 1
Number of inventors on patent 4.585 4.326 1 74
Number of assignees on patent 1.841 0.954 1 10
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ranging from 1:989 to 15.115. Although a Tobit model is appropriate for cen-
sored data (Wooldridge, 2009), we rely on OLS estimations because only four
observations were present at the lowest value and the variable has no upper bound.
The model can be written as follows:
Pr(PAT VAL) ¼ rr2, u, u2, r*ulow=high, r 2*ulow=high, ulow=high, c,
where the probability of generating high-value patents (PAT VAL) depends on the
ratio of rarity (r) and of rarity squared (r 2), the ratio of uncertainty (u) and of
uncertainty squared (u2), a dummy for low uncertainty (ulow), a dummy for high
uncertainty (uhigh) and control variables (c).
Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 2, and correlations are presented in
Table 3. Table 2 shows that the explanatory variable rarity of inventions ranges
between 0.03 and 1, with a mean of 0.465 and a standard deviation of 0.254,
which indicates that the data points are dispersed over the range of possible
outcomes. We observe significant environmental change over time: the uncertainty
variable, which ranges from 1:259 to 2, with a mean of 0.150 and a standard
deviation of 0.542 (indicating high variance).
Table 3 presents pairwise correlations. The low correlation (0.04) between the
two patent value indicates forward citations and family size indicates that the two
measures express different dimensions of value. The low maximum level of cor-
relation between variables, and the Variance Inflation Factor lower than 10, allow
us to rule out that the results of the regressions are biased by collinearity issues.
We performed a robustness analysis, taking each of these indicators individually
into account, to verify the results of the measure we propose for patent value.
Results
Our analytical strategy consists in the examination of the hypotheses of the study
by means of a series of regression models addressing the effects of rarity and
uncertainty. Subsequently, we assess the robustness of these findings by adopting
a different specification of the dependent variable.
Table 4 presents our main regression results; all Models 1–6 are significant and
have R-square of approximately 0.25, which shows that they explain a substantial
part of the variance. Model 1 is the baseline model and includes only the controls;
Models 2 and 3 separately examine the effects of rarity and uncertainty, whereas
Model 4 presents the fully specified model; finally, Models 5 and 6 consider the
interaction between rarity and low and high uncertainty, respectively.
We begin our analysis by addressing Hypothesis 1, which states that the re-
lationship between the value of an invention and its rarity is curvilinear and takes a
L. Alkaersig, K. Beukel & G. Lauto
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U-shape. Model 4 demonstrates that both the linear and the squared terms for rarity
are significant, the former taking a negative sign and the latter a positive sign. This
finding indicates a U-shaped relationship between rarity and patent value, as
graphically depicted in Fig. 2. This result is consistent with Model 2, which
considers the effect of rarity alone.
These results support Hypothesis 1 and indicate that highly valuable inventions
build on either rare or less rare technological capabilities.
Model 4 also provides support for Hypothesis 2, indicating that the relationship
between the value of an invention and uncertainty is curvilinear and takes an
inverted U-shape, as the graphical representation in Fig. 3 shows. Both the linear
and the squared terms for uncertainty are significant, taking positive and negative
signs, respectively. We find partial support for this result in Model 3, in which the
quadratic term is slightly above the 10% significance threshold. This finding
indicates that only a moderate level of technological dynamism is beneficial for the
value of inventions.
The models demonstrate that the optimal environmental conditions for the
development of valuable inventions are conditions of moderate uncertainty.
Fig. 3. Graphical plot of an inverted U-shaped relationship between uncertainty and patent value.
Fig. 2. Graphical plot of a U-shaped relationship between 1-Rarity and patent value.
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Models 5 and 6 provide insight into the drivers of value when uncertainty takes
values outside the optimal zone of moderate uncertainty. Whereas conditions of
high uncertainty (Model 6) do not affect the relationship between rarity and patent
value, wefind statistically significantmoderating effects of lowuncertainty (Model 5).
Figure 4 graphically presents the change in the relationship as a flattening of the
curve, providing support for Hypothesis 3a but not supporting Hypothesis 3b.
With respect to the controls, the models consistently show that patents that rely
on scientific knowledge have multiple inventors and have been granted and faced
an opposition are associated with a high value.
Robustness Checks
To validate the reliability of our findings, the models presented in Table 4 consider
both robust and clustering standard errors. The results (not included but available
from the authors) resemble those shown in Table 4; however, the uncertainty of
environment squared is also significantly negative in Model 3.
We also replicate the analyses (not included but available from the authors) by
using modified versions of the variable expressing the rarity of a patent, which in
the main models was calculated with reference to a one-year time window. These
modified versions of the rarity variables considered the ratio between the number
of patents in a given technology area and the total number of registered patents in
the most recent two-, three- and five-years. The findings are robust across all
estimates; coefficients are lower in the models including the 5-years lagged vari-
able, while the inclusion of the 2- and 3-years lagged variable are unchanged.
Overall, these models strengthen the findings of the main models.
Fig. 4. Graphical plot of an inverted U-shaped relationship between uncertainty and patent value,
moderated by low uncertainty.
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To further validate the reliability of our findings, we specified a series of Tobit
estimations. The results (which do not consider the interaction between high un-
certainty and rarity) are presented in Table 5. We applied to these results the tests
proposed by Wiersema and Bowen (2009) and Bowen (2012) (results not pre-
sented here) and found that they are consistent with the results of our principal
model.
To further address issues associated with the use of a composite-dependent
variable, we ran all models individually with both forward citations and family
size as the dependent variables. Table 6 presents the results of negative binomial
regression models (Models 12 to 16), where the dependent variable is the number
of forward citations, showing that the key explanatory variables maintain their
signs and significance levels.
Table 7 (Models 17 to 21) also shows the results for all specifications, utilising
only the count of family size as the dependent variable. The results were signifi-
cantly different when we analysed the moderating effects in Model 20. Whereas all
the results for controls were consistent with the main results, the results for the
interaction became insignificant, and the signs of the coefficients were the opposite
of those in our main results and in the results that only took forward citations into
account. This finding might indicate that, during periods of low uncertainty, the
family size measure as the dependent variable is less reliable because this indicator
is firm-driven.
Additionally, tests of different specifications of specialised firms were con-
ducted. In our main models, we used a measure of whether the firm behind an
invention is specialised in terms of its patent portfolio relative to the majority of
the population of firms, where the majority of the firm population is defined as
90% of firms. In robustness checks, we used two other specifications of special-
isation: a specification in which the majority is defined as 75% of the firm pop-
ulation and a specification in which the majority is defined as the mean plus one
standard deviation. Employing these specifications, the results remained unaf-
fected.
Concluding Remarks
This study theorised and examined a central research question: under what con-
ditions do capabilities developed within and outside a path-dependent trajectory
contribute to invention value? We investigated the relationship between the path-
dependence and capability and ability of a firm to generate a valuable invention.
In our analysis, we found evidence beyond a certain point of positive returns
from widespread capabilities, referring to the value generated by a path-dependent
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process. This finding indicates that the capabilities that are idiosyncratic to a firm,
in addition to the capabilities that are widely diffused in a technological field, lead
to superior value. These results provide empirical support for the core theoretical
proposition that the path-dependent replication of existing patterns of activity
carries higher systemic value. This paper provides evidence of this phenomenon in
the context of development of patentable inventions, thereby those resulting from
path dependent recombination process contribute more to the further development
of the technology by other factors.
This paper also demonstrates that an optimum level of uncertainty permits firms
to generate valuable inventions, in accordance with the insights of previous
authors (e.g., Bingham and Haleblian, 2012; Bingham et al., 2007; Ragatz et al.,
2002). Our data show that conditions of both low and high uncertainty reduce the
value of inventions because they do not provide adequate incentives to innovate.
We argue that a moderate level of uncertainty leaves room for experimentation and
the introduction of inventions that are aligned with — or even trigger — the
evolution of the technological trajectory. By contrast, in conditions of low un-
certainty, a tendency to develop incremental improvements of existing technology
reduces the value of inventions, suggesting a greater importance of path-dependent
strategies in these conditions. We believe that these results contribute to a better
understanding of the effect of uncertainty in the management of invention. These
results are also relevant to the specialised stream of literature that investigates
patent value (Harhoff et al., 2003; Gambardella et al., 2008) because they un-
derscore the importance of including environmental factors in the analysis.
We suggest that these findings are important with respect to the literature on the
management of invention because they contribute to the untangling of the factors
underlying the generation of valuable inventions. The findings reported in this
paper shed light on how invention value is affected by both path-dependent and
path creating capabilities, and the level of uncertainty of technology. Importantly,
we show that even with mature technology, the invention can be the outcome of
different strategic patterns.
As with all research, this study has limitations. First, our data permit us to
observe only inventions that are patented. We are thus unable to observe capa-
bilities deployed in projects that generated unpatented inventions, for example,
those protected by trade secrets or that proved to be unsuccessful and thus were not
patented. Similarly, we could not observe the extent to which capabilities devel-
oped in failed projects have subsequently underpinned successful inventions.
Future studies could pursue a closer investigation of how environmental uncer-
tainty and existing capabilities endowments of firms impact the trial-and-error
process of invention and whether the transference of capabilities is related to
inventions. Second, our study focuses on single inventions rather than on clusters
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of inventions that typically give rise to an invention. In other words, we examine
the values of single patents without considering complementarities with existing or
future inventions. Future research could examine the nature of capabilities needed
to exploit these complementarities. Such studies could analyse a firm’s product
portfolio in combination with its patent portfolio. In this study, however, we
addressed this effect by including, for each firm, the total number of patents
pertaining to hydrocracking and by measuring firms’ degrees of specialisation at a
particular point in time. With respect to the empirical measures, the classification
of technological capabilities in this study relies on IPC codes. These codes are
attributed to patents by examiners of patent offices and thus are prone to some
degree of subjectivity. Although the use of such codes is standard in patent studies,
we validated and improved the measure by discussing their use with technical and
patent experts with substantial experience in this technology.
We restricted our analysis to a single technology employed in a single industry,
raising the issue of the generalisability of our findings. Other industry settings that
include a new technology or product area, such as cellular phones or genetically
modified foods, might exhibit different returns for the relative rarity of invention.
Additionally, the level of competition in an industry could also affect both
patenting behavior and the returns for patent protection. The empirical setting used
in this study resembles a broad level of competition among heterogeneous actors,
and, in the case of oligopolistic or monopolistic competition, the results could be
different. Thus, further research could address other technologies applied in dif-
ferent industries and in different stages of their life-cycle.
Despite these limitations, we believe that this paper provides a worthwhile
contribution to the academic debate regarding path-dependence in management of
innovation and that the study offers important insights for firm management.
Managers may be interested in our finding that widespread capabilities — which
arguably require less investment and time to be deployed compared with firm-
specific capabilities — may contribute to the value of an invention to the same
extent as rare capabilities. Managers should also consider the external forces that
affect the development of a technological trajectory, in particular, environmental
uncertainty. We find that the predictability of the environment lowers the expected
value of invention, which requires managers to carefully assess investment in the
development of rare capabilities.
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